C2. Planning for urban vehicle access regulations

Urban vehicle access regulations from a user perspective
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• Consumer body representing 75 Motoring and Touring Clubs & their 37 million members across Europe

• Working to ensure safe, affordable, clean and efficient mobility for all
FIA Region I

Connecting Vehicles
Ensuring smooth development of future car connectivity, while providing motorists with informed free choice

Safeguarding mobility
Supporting efficient and affordable mobility for all

Increasing road safety
Promoting 5-star drivers in 5-star cars on 5-star roads

Protecting the environment
Offering intelligent mobility solutions that mitigate the impact of transportation on the environment
Challenges
Challenges
Challenges
Urban mobility Package

- Understanding of regulations, costs and impacts
- Transparent rules
- Non-discrimination of occasional / foreign users
- Information sharing to assist trip panning & use ITS
- Decisions to be taken at local level
- Availability of information
User perspective
Effectiveness and proportionality

• Evaluation of alternatives
• Assess impact on
  • local economies (accessibility, attractiveness)
  • occasional users, such as tourists
• Holistic approach
Planning and information

- Clear objectives / safeguarding mobility & accessibility
- Information (zones, affected vehicles, rules, stickers) in a harmonised manner to assist trip planning / improve compliance
- "Going Abroad" / "Your Passenger Rights" / urbanaccessregulations.eu
- Need of harmonised data from public authorities
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